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Summary. Increased anthropogenic aerosol concentrations modify cloud micro- and macro-
physical properties and precipitation, which significantly impacts the global hydrological cy-
cle and radiation budget. Aerosol–cloud interactions (ACIs) have contributed to negative radia-
tive forcing (i.e., cooling) since pre-industrial times, partially offsetting the warming positive
radiative forcing caused by greenhouse gases. However, estimates of the magnitude of ACIs
are highly uncertain because their regime-dependent behavior is poorly understood, and global
climate models cannot capture complex ACIs because of their simplified treatment of clouds
and precipitation. This chapter reviews the current understanding of ACIs in the climate sys-
tem and prominent advances in observations, numerical modeling, and satellite simulations.
Observation techniques and model parameterizations have advanced steadily, so the review
focuses mainly on literature published over the past decade. For more reliable weather and
climate predictions, this chapter discusses: 1) how satellite observations can constrain ACIs;
2) where model–observation discrepancies arise; and 3) what can be done to improve model
parameterizations, thus reducing ACI uncertainties at fundamental process levels. Challenges
in constraining uncertain processes with multi-platform observations and process modeling
are also considered.
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1 Introduction

Clouds cover more than 60% of the globe and play a key role in climate systems by controlling
Earth’s radiation budget and hydrological cycle. Cloud radiative properties are characterized
by their microphysical structure such as cloud optical thickness and droplet radius, and rain
occurrence is determined by the droplet size distribution (DSD). The cloud droplet number
concentration (Nc) is therefore related fundamentally to the microphysical structure of clouds
and is affected by aerosol perturbations.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of ACIs for (a) warm- and (b) mixed-phase clouds and their as-
sociated radiative effects (after Christensen et al. [8]). Solid and dashed arrows denote incident
and reflected shortwave radiation, respectively.

Atmospheric aerosols interact with clouds through two major processes, as follows. In-
cremental changes in aerosol number concentration (Nc) result in proportionately more cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) and cloud droplets. If the cloud water content is constant, an in-
creased Nc leads in principle to smaller droplet sizes, increasing the surface area of cloud
droplets of warm low-level clouds (Fig. 35.1a). This results in more sunlight reflection back
to space through the so-called “cloud albedo” or “Twomey” effect [67]. This effect can be
recognized from the contrast in droplet size and number concentration between continents
with higher aerosol concentrations and oceans with fewer aerosols (Section 35.3). More nu-
merous aerosols also affect warm rain-formation processes: smaller cloud droplet sizes due
to increased aerosol concentrations retard droplet growth via collision–coalescence, delaying
the onset of precipitation and contributing to longer cloud lifetimes and increased cloud cover
[1]. This is often called the “cloud lifetime effect”. These cloud albedo and lifetime effects
have been known collectively as aerosol–cloud interactions (ACIs) since the Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), prior to which they
were used as aliases for “indirect” aerosol effects. Aerosols themselves modify radiative forc-
ing directly through their scattering and absorption properties, known as “aerosol–radiation
interactions” (ARI). The IPCC AR5 suggested that quantitative estimates of ACI radiative
forcing are more uncertain than that due to ARIs [4]; therefore, this chapter focuses primarily
on ACIs in the climate system.

Low clouds contribute to the cooling of Earth by reflection of sunlight, so ACI inserts
negative radiative forcing on climate. The IPCC AR5 defines effective radiative forcing (ERF)
due to ACI (ERFaci) as the change in top-of-atmosphere (TOA) irradiance owing to instan-
taneous radiative forcing (i.e., cloud albedo change; RFaci) and associated rapid adjustments
(i.e., cloud lifetime change) where atmospheric “fast” processes are allowed without “slow”
ocean responses. Expert judgement in IPCC AR5 reported that ERFaci and total aerosol ERF
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(ERFari+aci) are -0.45 W m−2 and -0.9 W m−2, respectively. This means that cooling due
to aerosols offsets approximately one-third of the warming positive radiative forcing (+3.0
W m−2) due to anthropogenic greenhouse gases (GHG), and is thus fundamentally related to
the historical temperature trend. However, there is a large gap in ERFaci estimates between
general circulation models (GCMs) and satellite observations. Given that GCMs misinterpret
the ratio of warming positive radiative forcing to cooling negative aerosol forcing, the uncer-
tainty causes further bias in both future and past climate simulations whose aerosol conditions
differ from the reference period (present-day). To reduce ACI uncertainties at fundamental
process levels it is therefore necessary to understand: (1) how satellite observations constrain
ACIs with synergistic use of multiple sensors; (2) the sources of model–observation ACI dis-
crepancies;. and (3) how model parameterization can be improved. These issues are addressed
in Sections 35.3, 35.4, and 35.5, respectively.

Before detailed discussion of these challenges, it is helpful to consider why it has been
so difficult to make progress in quantifying ACIs for climate assessment. One of the major
reasons is that the adjustment processes are very complex. Adjustments with regard to ACIs,
which are very different in different regimes, depend on environmental conditions such as
atmospheric stability and relative humidity in the free troposphere [7]. The magnitude of ACIs
is also influenced by the occurrence of precipitation within clouds [57], suggesting that ACIs
may vary constantly from region to region [40]. They are therefore “regime dependent”, which
makes it difficult to quantitatively determine their net climate forcing [55].

The mechanisms of ACIs differ with cloud type and phase. For example, the cloud life-
time hypothesis is particularly robust for stratocumulus clouds, whereas convective clouds and
mixed-phase clouds (MPCs) are more complex than low warm clouds due to various micro-
physical processes [e.g., 33]. Aerosols ingested into convective clouds delay rain occurrence,
with more cloud water thus being carried in updrafts to the upper cloud layer where more wa-
ter evaporates near the cloud-top region, accelerating destabilization owing to latent cooling
and resulting in cloud deepening and more precipitation (the thermodynamic effect). In ad-
dition, entrainment drying enhances cloud-edge evaporation in shallow cumulus clouds [29],
which somewhat offsets the cloud lifetime hypothesis. This is the so-called “buffering hypoth-
esis” [60], which is one of the adjustments in ACIs (Fig. 35.1a). For MPCs, ice crystals grow
at the expense of liquid water through the Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen (WBF) process due
to differences in the supersaturation vapor pressure over ice and supercooled liquid water. In-
creased WBF processes cause replacement of smaller supercooled liquid droplets with larger
ice crystals, leading to more precipitation and less cloud, contributing to a net warming of
Earth (the glaciation effect). However, there are uncertainties because how anthropogenic ac-
tivities affect ice crystal number concentration (Ni) depends on the aerosol type and transport
process, and is thus poorly understood (Fig. 35.1b).

Furthermore, falling snow can accrete underlying liquid clouds that interact with aerosols,
resulting in significant mitigation of increased cloud cover, which is particularly important
over northern mid-latitudes where aerosols are abundant. “Snow-induced buffering” of ACIs
has been reported in a single modeling study [43], but it remains unclear whether the hy-
pothesis applies generally among other models because many GCMs still treat precipitation
diagnostically (Sections 35.3.4 and 35.4.3). Observations are also limited.

Uncertainties in ERFaci estimates, arising mainly from microphysical buffering in climate
systems, remain a controversial area (Section 35.2.1). This emphasizes the importance of un-
derstanding the “personality of clouds” when constraining key uncertainties in ACI climate
impacts by combining models and observations. Note here that quantifying reliable ERFaci
also requires estimates of pre-industrial (PI) aerosol levels [5], as further discussed in Section
35.2.3. Although there are many problems to be solved in this area, observational and mod-
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Fig. 2. Aerosol–cloud interactions (ACIs) in the Earth-system atmosphere. The response of
the system to aerosol changes is buffered by cloud micro- and macrophysical processes, hu-
man activity, and meteorological feedback. Dashed arrow indicates uncertain (very indirect)
impact.

elling techniques are rapidly advancing. Many recent prominent works have drawn attention
to the combined use of satellite and numerical simulations, so this chapter reviews more recent
literature (within the last decade) regarding satellite observations and modeling, and discusses
future steps that should be addressed.

This review first overviews the current problems that cause uncertainties in ACI radiative
forcing (Section 35.2). Observational and modeling approaches for improving the current un-
derstanding of ACI impacts on climate are described in Sections 35.3 and 35.4, respectively.
Section 35.5 further discusses the improvement in model–observation discrepancies using a
satellite instrument simulator. Section 35.6 describes future work for resolving the problems
in ACI, for both observations and modeling. Concluding remarks are given in Section 35.7.

2 Uncertainties in ACI Radiative Forcing

There are many factors that cause uncertainties in ACI radiative forcing estimates. The IPCC
AR5 suggested that a best estimate of ERFaci is -0.45 W m−2 [4], but the uncertainty has re-
mained high (-1.2 to 0.0 W m−2 at a 90% confidence level) since the early IPCC reports. Even
satellite observations include inherent uncertainties due to retrieval assumptions (retrieval un-
certainty). In global models, aerosol–cloud–precipitation processes are highly parameterized,
both semi-physically and semi-empirically, with non-theoretical model parameters (paramet-
ric uncertainty). How models formulate multiple temporospatial physical processes (struc-
tural uncertainty) and numerically represent unresolved phenomena (numerical uncertainty)
are also sources of uncertainty. In addition to these expected biases (“known unknowns”),
there are also unexpected physical processes and feedbacks that are not yet recognized (“un-
known unknowns”). Current knowledge and challenges are described below to improve the
understanding of ACI uncertainties in climate systems.

2.1 Microphysical Complexity

A major source of ACI uncertainty is the complex microphysical processes and their feedback,
which are regime dependent (Fig. 35.2). The physical scale is very wide; aerosols-to-CCN ac-
tivation can occur at submicron to micron scales, CCN and cloud droplets-to-rain can range
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Chen et al. (2014) Fig. 2Fig. 3

Fig. 3. The response of the cloud liquid-water path (LWP) to changes in aerosol index (AI)
under different environmental conditions, sorted by tropospheric relative humidity (RHft) and
lower tropospheric stability (LTS). Each colored block represents the slope of the linear fit be-
tween LWP and AI statistically significant at the 95% confidence level [Chen et al. 7, extracted
from their Fig. 1 ©Springer Nature. Used with permission.].

from micron to millimeter scales, and individual clouds and frontal precipitation cover a hori-
zontal scale of hundreds of meters to hundreds of kilometers. The temporal scale is also vari-
able. The activation of CCN occurs within one second, whereas cloud droplets need about 30
minutes to generate precipitation, and cloud systems may have lifetimes spanning days [54].
The various physical processes and feedback modify Earth’s hydrological cycle and radiation
budget through interactions among aerosols, clouds, and precipitation [60].

By definition, ACI forcing is the change in radiative flux caused by changes in clouds
from PI to present-day (PD) aerosol levels. However, the net change in aerosol-to-cloud per-
turbations is influenced by various processes from microscopic turbulence to macroscopic
feedback with meteorology, as described earlier. For example, increased aerosol concentra-
tions prolong cloud lifetime and cloud fractions, resulting in negative ACI forcing, although
aerosols can also reduce cloud water content when entrainment mixing is effective, enhancing
cloud evaporation and leading to the buffering of negative ACI forcing. The response of the
cloud liquid-water path (LWP) to the aerosol index (AI) is shown in Fig. 35.3 as a function of
free-troposphere relative humidity (RHft) and lower tropospheric stability (LTS), based on the
combined use of CloudSat radar, Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS),
and reanalysis datasets. The LWP response to AI (dLWP/dlnAI, often called “susceptibil-
ity”) is positive only under moist free tropospheric and stable atmospheric conditions, where
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entrainment drying is less significant, implying a cloud lifetime effect. However, the other
regimes all show negative LWP responses to aerosol perturbations, buffering the cloud life-
time effect [7]. The ACI magnitude may also depend on whether the cloud is precipitating.
Extensive analyses have shown that the cloud lifetime effect (i.e., a positive LWP response)
can be robust in stratocumulus clouds under stable and less-raining environments, and buffer-
ing (i.e., a negative LWP response) is often observed in shallow cumulus clouds under unstable
and higher-precipitation environments. Nevertheless, it remains difficult to understand the ex-
act mechanisms of the negative LWP response because aerosol removal processes can also be
related to the negative susceptibility of precipitating clouds. The Nc is often used as an aerosol
proxy rather than AI, but the retrieval of Nc includes uncertainty in the precipitating regime
because it assumes an adiabatic cloud model (Section 35.3.1).

This regime-dependent ACI behavior is too complex to understand from satellite observa-
tions alone because polar-orbit satellites cannot track individual clouds sequentially (Section
35.3). Although the use of theoretical and high-resolution models (e.g., large-eddy simula-
tion, LES) is helpful for improving process-level understanding [29], GCMs fundamentally
miss the above buffering system because they cannot explicitly represent the coupling of sub-
grid turbulence-scale dynamics and microphysics (microphysics–dynamics interactions). This
can be a source of ACI uncertainty in GCMs [40], which have common biases in precipi-
tation processes, systematically overestimating precipitation frequency and underestimating
intensity. These biases propagate further in aerosol scavenging processes and meteorology
(Fig. 35.2), resulting in feedback to LWP susceptibility [20].

The above discussion of liquid-phase clouds is linked to changes in shortwave (SW) radia-
tive forcing. Longwave (LW) radiative forcing is less sensitive to perturbation by liquid clouds
because they are at low levels with relatively warm cloud-top temperatures. On the other hand,
mixed- and ice-phase clouds, where the temperature is much lower than that of Earth’s sur-
face, are sensitive to both LW ERFaci and SW ERFaci because of the trapping of outgoing LW
radiation (i.e., warming) and reflection of incoming SW, respectively. However, microphysical
processes in mixed- and ice-phase clouds are complex (Fig. 35.1), and how aerosols affect the
consequent precipitation and net climate systems in these types of cloud remains unresolved.
Recent observations and numerical simulations have shown that increased aerosol (particularly
ultrafine aerosols) ingestion into deep convective clouds intensifies their convective strength
[14]. However, current GCMs are not capable of reproducing aerosol–convective-cloud inter-
actions, with the exception of some cloud-system resolving models (CRMs) and multi-scale
modeling frameworks (MMFs). This can be also a source of uncertainty for both LW and SW
ERFaci in GCM simulations [33] as discussed below.

2.2 Uncertainties in Modeling Frameworks and Satellite Observations

Observations include inherent retrieval uncertainties, and how the responses of cloud and
precipitation to aerosols are incorporated into models, based on observations and theoreti-
cal understanding, is an important challenge. The decomposition of ERFari+aci into LW and
SW components simulated from the Fifth Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5)
is illustrated in Fig. 35.4. Although ERFs vary significantly with model (leftmost column,
Fig. 35.4), the sensitivities of LW and SW ERFs are systematically different depending on the
degree of microphysical complexity in the parameterization assumed in models [21]. More
specifically, models are categorized into four groups: (i) those with the most simple parame-
terization that includes only ARI; (ii) those that also include the cloud albedo effect for liquid
clouds (+RFaci); (iii) those that include adjustments in liquid clouds (+ERFaci,liq); and (iv)
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Fig. 4. Aerosol effective radiative forcing diagnosed from CMIP5 models. Terrestrial and
solar spectra are shown in red and blue, respectively. Boxes indicate minimum, median, and
maximum values in the multi-model range. The median values are also given as numbers
(top) and the number of models in each category (bottom). The categories reflect models
that include (i) only aerosol–radiation interactions (ERFari), (ii) parameterization of the cloud
albedo effect for liquid clouds (+RFaci), (iii) other effects on liquid clouds (+ERFaci,liq),
and (iv) aerosol effects on ice clouds (+ERFaci,ice) [Heyn et al. 7, adapted from their Fig. 1
©American Geophysical Union. Used with permission.].

those that include aerosol effects on ice clouds (+ERFaci,ice), from the second to fifth columns
(Fig. 35.4).

Although the simplest models ((i) above) are less sensitive to the effects of both LW and
SW ERFaci on changes in aerosols, including liquid-phase ACI leads to a higher sensitivity to
the SW ERFaci due to the cloud albedo ((ii) above) and lifetime effects ((iii) above). Models
with parameterizations including adjustments in liquid and ice clouds ((iv) above) have higher
sensitivities of both LW and SW ERFaci to aerosols. Although the inclusion of aerosol–ice-
cloud interactions does not change the net ERFari+aci significantly (because the more positive
LW ERF and more negative SW ERF offset each other), it will capture ACI-driven feedback
processes for a future climate where aerosol types and distribution are different from those of
the present era (Section 4.1).

The above results are based on CMIP models. Observational constraints on mixed and ice-
phase clouds, and convective cloud responses to aerosol perturbations, are particularly impor-
tant for improving the understanding of ACIs and reducing their uncertainties (Section 35.3.4).
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A hierarchical approach that combines high-resolution process models (i.e., CRM and LES)
also assists in elucidating how microphysical process representations should be improved for
more accurate climate modeling [44]. For example, a global model that incorporates explicit
CRMs (with super- and ultra-parameterization) has lower LWP susceptibility than a traditional
GCM [65], as supported by observational constraints.

It should be noted that direct comparisons between satellite observations and native model
outputs are not always straightforward. As retrieval processes solve the “inversion problem”,
native model values should be converted by solving the “forward problem” through the same
retrieval algorithms (Section 35.5). A satellite-simulator is a useful tool for facilitating sys-
tematic comparisons between numerical models and satellite observations by removing dif-
ferences caused by the inherent detection sensitivity of instrumental sensors [e.g., 3]. The use
of the simulator can bridge gaps in scale and definition between model and observation, al-
lowing process-oriented model evaluations rather than performance-oriented diagnostics [66],
and thus aiding the reduction of uncertainties in ACI forcing.

2.3 Uncertainties from Pre-Industrial Estimates

As described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, the magnitude of ACI forcing is determined by changes
in clouds through PI to PD aerosol levels. In other words, the uncertainty in estimated refer-
ence PI aerosol conditions is directly related to uncertainty in the magnitude of ACI forcing
[5]. The IPCC AR5 has reported that GCMs tend to over-weight the cooling ACI forcing
relative to observational constraints, which unduly compensates for warming GHG forcing.
To reproduce the historical temperature trend in 20th century warming in those models, a
minimum Nc that artificially offsets the PD–PI difference in aerosol perturbations is often pre-
scribed to reduce the magnitude of ACI forcing. The use of a minimum Nc value affects the
cloud amount globally in a PI environment (fewer Nc than PD), while its effect predominates
only over the ocean (fewer Nc than over land) in a PD environment. This is why the minimum
Nc reduces the change in LWP between PI and PD, thus contributing to weakening of the
magnitude of ACIs, particularly over land where anthropogenic pollution predominates [22].

This may also alter the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS), defined as the increment in
steady-state global mean surface temperature for doubling of CO2 concentrations. The ECS is
closely related to sea surface-temperature (SST) patterns [2], which also depend strongly on
the temporospatial distribution of natural aerosols, emphasizing the importance of accurate es-
timates of aerosol emissions in PI environments [5]. In this regard, developing an Earth system
model that explicitly reproduces responses of biogeochemical cycles and aerosol chemistry to
climate change will aid the understanding of a major source of uncertainty in PI aerosol emis-
sions. It is also important to consider both ECS and ERFaci simultaneously to resolve their
linkage when models are developed further [38], in the context of past-to-future climate sim-
ulation.

However, artificial model tuning is not a solution for reducing the uncertainty in estimating
PI conditions. Rather, it sometimes causes compensating errors between historical temperature
trends and other microphysical processes [62], as discussed further in Sections 35.2.4 and
35.6. For better quantification of climate change in a more physical manner, there is a need
for improvement in the understanding of PI aerosols, which has been a less well known area
in climate sciences.
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Golaz et al. (2013), Fig. 3Fig. 5

Fig. 5. Time evolution of global-mean surface air-temperature anomalies obtained from the
CMIP5 GFDL CM3 model (green), CM3w (red), and CM3c (blue). Each line is a five-
member-ensemble average. A five-year running mean is applied to model results and observa-
tions. Different model configurations of CM3w, CM3, CM3c assume different autoconversion
threshold radii, rcrit, of 6.0 µm, 8.2 µm, and 10.6 µm, respectively [Golaz et al. 19, extracted
from their Fig. 3 ©American Geophysical Union. Used with permission.].

2.4 Model Tuning and Compensation Errors

Numerical models, particularly climate models, include various uncertain parameters in their
parameterizations; therefore, they often modify (i.e., tune) the prescribed parameters within an
acceptable (uncertain) range to better match observations and/or to conceal model–observation
inconsistencies [23]. This is inherently unavoidable due to limitations in the formulation of
physical processes. When climate states are changed from the reference era, the prescribed
tuning parameters are not always appropriate for the changed climate systems. Physical pro-
cesses such as sub-grid-scale turbulence and convective motion are scale-dependent, so it is
not assured that the prescribed parameters are appropriate for different model resolutions. In
Section 2.3, an example of model tuning (with minimum Nc) and associated problems in diag-
nosing ERFaci was briefly reviewed. More detailed issues in the model tuning and historical
climate simulation are discussed below.

The historical temperature trend of the 20th century, based on the GFDL model, is de-
scribed in Fig. 35.5. The time evolution of temperature is significantly affected by the con-
figuration of rain formation processes—the so-called “autoconversion”. Three configurations
are examined here using the autoconversion threshold radius (rthresh), which tunes how large
cloud droplet radii induce precipitation by prescribing a threshold radius. Given that rthresh
controls cloud remnants via aerosol perturbations, this tunable condition is linked to the mag-
nitude of ERFaci, which is similar to the minimum Nc. The default rthresh value in the GFDL
CM3 model is 8.2 µm, while a smaller rthresh of 6.0 µm means more rain and larger rthresh of
10.6 µm means less rain (Fig. 35.5). According to the “top-down” approach, the result indi-
cates that the configuration with the smallest rthresh performs best in the 20th century warming
simulation [19].
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Interestingly, however, the rthresh that best agrees with the historical temperature trend
results in the worst feature in precipitation frequency and intensity based on the “bottom-
up” satellite constraints [62]. Conversely, the worst configuration of temperature evolution
yields the best ability to minimize the precipitation bias. This contradiction between bottom-
up and top-down performance constraints suggests the presence of compensating errors, with
the strong performance in a climate simulation being achieved for the wrong reasons [26].

Other critical biases are the cloud cover and cloud optical properties, which are found to
be too few and too bright in tropical low clouds [46]. This contradiction between cloud micro-
and macro-structures was commonly found in CMIP5 models, implying that compensating
errors exist in the modeled cloud and radiative properties. These issues may be related to the
precipitation scheme because low clouds comprise liquid droplets without raindrops in almost
all GCMs because of their diagnostic treatment of precipitation (Section 35.4).

These examples of common biases in GCMs originate from cloud and precipitation pro-
cesses, and improvement of these systematic problems is not expected through parameter tun-
ing [23], or by replacing the autoconversion scheme [e.g., 26] alone. In other words, GCMs
miss the physical representation of aerosol–cloud–precipitation–climate systems at fundamen-
tal process levels (one of the unknown unknowns). Although the tuning process is, at first
glance, a technical rather than scientific issue, it indicates where model source uncertainties
exist, possibly supporting scientific advances. For more reliable weather and climate predic-
tions, we should focus more effort primarily on (1) constraining uncertain model parameters
via process-oriented model evaluation, (2) developing a physically-based modeling frame-
work, and (3) understanding the sensitivities of model performance to tuning parameters.

For point (1), the combined use of multiple satellite measurements (Section 35.3) has re-
vealed the source of model uncertainties by considering the susceptibility of cloud and precip-
itation to aerosols [e.g., 68]. In addition to observations, explicit simulation by high-resolution
process models [29] will assist in providing information that is barely accessible through ob-
servations (e.g., updraft velocity in the convective core, entrainment and detrainment rates,
mass and number mixing ratios of precipitating hydrometeors, and microphysical process
rates). For point (2), more sophisticated microphysical parameterization is desirable to re-
produce realistic ACIs because cloud and precipitation processes are particularly simple, as in
the sub-grid-scale cloud representation and treatment of precipitation (Section 35.4). A single-
column model (SCM) is useful in aiding the understanding of model behavior and evaluating
the physical impacts of model development [e.g., 10]. Ideally, tuning parameters should be
removed as much as possible in future models because models depending excessively on tun-
able parameters (i.e., over-tuning) and incorporating physically-based parameterization may
not work appropriately or as expected [23]. For point (3), a perturbed parameter ensemble
(PPE) can effectively quantify parametric uncertainties, and is useful for constraining key un-
certainties in ERFaci [51] in contrast to MIPs, which consider structural uncertainty.

3 Observational Approach

Satellite observations have provided a new opportunity for understanding of the aerosol–
cloud–precipitation system on a global scale. Earth observation typically involves either geo-
stationary observations (e.g., Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES), Hi-
mawari) or polar-orbit observations (e.g., Aqua, Aura). This section focuses mainly on the
latter, and particularly on recent advanced techniques based on active sensors (e.g., CloudSat)
that emit signals to Earth. In situ aircraft-based measurements and ground-based lidar obser-
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Fig. 6. Geographical distributions of (a) cloud optical thickness τc; (b) cloud-top effective
radius re (µm); (c) cloud droplet number concentration Nc (cm−3); and (d) cloud-to-rain con-
version timescale (min) for single-layered warm clouds as derived from MODIS and CloudSat
observations.

vations are also important for investigating ACIs, and provide high-resolution temporospatial
data.

3.1 A-Train Satellite Constellation

Information on the global three-dimensional distribution of microphysical properties is impor-
tant for improving current understanding of the roles of aerosols, clouds, and precipitation in
the climate system through their radiative effects. However, traditional passive satellite sen-
sors that receive reflected and/or emitted radiation from Earth cannot retrieve vertical struc-
tures. To resolve the vertical structure of cloud and aerosol fields, active-type satellites, such
as CloudSat and CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observa-
tion) launched on 28 April 2006, with onboard 94GHz millimeter-wavelength cloud profil-
ing radar (CPR) and cloud-aerosol lidar with orthogonal polarization (CALIOP), respectively.
Both CloudSat/CPR and CALIPSO/CALIOP are part of the “afternoon” satellite constellation
(the so-called “A-Train”), which is a synergistic instrument flying in formation like a train
[58]. The A-Train constellation orbits the Earth sun-synchronously at an altitude of 705 km,
and covers a latitudinal range from 82.5°S to 82.5°N.

Global views of typical cloud properties for single-layer warm clouds are shown in
Fig. 35.6, indicating the clear contrast between continents and ocean with regard to cloud
optical thickness (τc), cloud droplet effective radius (re), and Nc. The τc and Nc are gener-
ally larger over continents than oceans (Figs. 35.6a, c), whereas the reverse applies for re
(Fig. 35.6b), demonstrating the Twomey effect [67]. Bright cloud properties arise as a result
of the smaller re and higher Nc over Eastern Asia due to severe anthropogenic pollution. This
effect is also observed near the coast of Asia and outflow regions around the northwestern
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Fig. 7. Contoured frequency by optical depth diagrams (CFODDs) over the global ocean for
the period August 2006 to April 2011. The warm-cloud samples are classified into three re
bins: (a) 5–12, (b) 12–18, and (c) 18–35 µm. The unit of color shading represents % dBZ−1.
Black dashed lines indicate threshold radar reflectivity values, -15 dBZ and 0 dBZ, which are
regarded as the boundaries between non-precipitating and drizzling, and between drizzling
and raining, respectively. The data are available from Michibata et al. [42].

Pacific Ocean. These aerosol-induced modulations of water clouds are also obvious over other
anthropogenically influenced regions, such as North America and Europe.

Thicker τc, smaller re, and higher Nc occur locally around the island of Hawaii, even in
the remote ocean. This is due to emissions of aerosols by volcanic activity, in an important
ACI study region [Section 35.3.3; e.g., 12].

Aerosols also alter the hydrological cycle through changes in precipitation efficiency [1].
The cloud-to-rain conversion timescale for drizzling warm clouds, estimated from joint Cloud-
Sat and MODIS observations, is shown in Fig. 35.6d, with this being an approximation (pa-
rameterization) involving a continuous-collection equation based on observed DSDs, which
includes both processes of collision–coalescence of cloud droplets (autoconversion) and colli-
sion of cloud droplets and raindrops (accretion) [59]. The conversion timescale is longer over
typical stratocumulus decks, for example off the coasts of California and Peru, suggesting that
the hydrological cycle is relatively slow. Over continents, the conversion timescale is system-
atically longer, implying drizzle suppression due to aerosols. This can be a useful approach
for quantifying aerosol effects on clouds and precipitation, which is one of the advantages of
active satellite measurements.

3.2 Multi-satellite Analysis to Constrain ACI in Warm Clouds

While active sensors provide explicit vertical structures for aerosol and cloud fields, the time
period and field of views are limited compared with those of passive satellites. The combined
use of active and passive satellite sensors is therefore important for investigating ACI pro-
cesses in detail, beyond what can be achieved with a single satellite sensor.

The probability distribution function (PDF) of CloudSat/CPR radar reflectivity (dBZ) pro-
files as a function of the Aqua/MODIS re is shown in Fig. 35.7. On the vertical axis, the
columnar τc is redistributed into a vertically sliced in-cloud optical depth (ICOD) for each
radar height bin, assuming an adiabatic cloud. Fig 35.7 thus illustrates the vertical micro-
physical structure from cloud-top (ICOD = 0) to cloud-bottom with increasing ICOD, and is
often called the Contoured Frequency by Optical Depth Diagram [CFODD; 61]. The CFODDs
clearly depict regime shifts from non-precipitating (dBZ < -15) to drizzling (-15 < dBZ < 0)
to precipitating (0 < dBZ) clouds with increasing re. It is emphasized that, although the active
CloudSat observation samples only a nadir curtain with an instantaneous cloud fingerprint, the
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Sorooshian et al. (2009), Fig. 1Fig. 8

Fig. 8. Precipitation susceptibility, S0 (the sensitivity of precipitation to changes in aerosol
proxy; Eq. 35.1), as a function of AMSR-E LWP. Different aerosol proxies of aerosol in-
dex (AI, left) and aerosol optical depth (AOD, right), were used instead of Nc in Eq. 35.1
[Sorooshian et al. 57, extracted from their Fig. 1 ©American Geophysical Union. Used with
permission.].

history of cloud growth can be replicated by gathering fragmentary pieces of information in
both time and space.

The CFODDs differ systematically between continent and ocean. The mode of the PDF in
Fig. 35.7 (over the global ocean) shifts to higher dBZ with increasing re, particularly around
the cloud-base (i.e., larger ICOD), whereas CFODDs over continents (not shown) undergo
a coherent transition of the mode PDF from cloud-top to cloud-base. This is attributable to
stronger updrafts over continents, which result in larger droplets in the upper portion of clouds
coexisting with drizzle and raindrops [61]. Analysis of CFODDs can be applied to numerical
models using the satellite signal simulator, so joint CloudSat and MODIS observations pro-
vide powerful tools for constraining key ACI model uncertainties (Sections 35.4 and 35.5).
Although CFODD visualization advances the understanding of cloud lifecycles, it remains
difficult to quantify aerosol effects on cloud and precipitation modulations.

A process-oriented index, the so-called ‘precipitation susceptibility’ (S0), facilitates a
more quantitative interpretation of ACIs, which can be applied to both observations and mod-
els. The S0 represents the response of precipitation intensity, R, to perturbed aerosols, defined
as:

S0 =−
d lnR
d lnNc

. (1)

This provides information on how aerosols influence precipitation. Aerosol optical thickness
(AOT) and AI are often used as an aerosol proxy instead of Nc [e.g., 7, 11]. The S0 as a function
of AMSR-E retrieved LWP [57] is shown in Fig. 35.8. Although the S0 is somewhat sensitive
to the source satellite sensor (for R) and the use of an aerosol proxy, it depends strongly on
LWP. The S0 initially increases with increasing LWP to ∼1000 gm−2, before decreasing with
increasing LWP. One reason for this is that precipitation rarely occurs in a lower-LWP regime,
regardless of aerosol perturbations, resulting in lower S0. At a higher LWP, clouds are prone
to precipitation regardless of aerosol burden, also resulting in lower S0. In other words, the
LWP value at the highest S0 corresponds roughly to the turning point from an autoconversion
regime to an accretion regime.

The susceptibility metric can also be applied to other cloud parameters such as the net
change in cloud optical thichness to aerosol perturbations, which is defined as d lnτc/d lnNc.
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Given that τc is proportional to LWP and inversely proportional to re (i.e., τc ∝ LWP/re), τc
susceptibility can be decomposed as follows:

d lnτc

d lnNc
=− d lnre

d lnNc
+

d lnLWP
d lnNc

, (2)

where the first and second terms on the right represent the cloud albedo effect (re suscepti-
bility) and cloud lifetime effect (LWP susceptibility), respectively [17]. Traditional aircraft
measurements sample specific local regions, and state-of-the-art multi-satellite observations
have revealed that cloud and precipitation susceptibilities vary from region to region, suggest-
ing regime-dependent ACIs [60]. This means that the “personality” of clouds depends strongly
on where and how they have grown [40].

3.3 Regional Study of ACIs

Previous sections have focused mainly on global scale ACIs, and regional studies are useful
for isolating aerosol effects from meteorological effects, which remains a challenge [20]. Dif-
ferences in cloud properties between continents and oceans (Fig. 35.6) include differences in
water vapor, thermodynamics, and relative humidity in addition to aerosol conditions, making
it difficult to quantify the magnitude of ACIs. Case studies focusing on volcanoes and ship
tracks are important for constraining ACIs because aerosol effects can be extracted under a
uniform background meteorology, hence the terms “natural experiment” or “natural labora-
tory”.

A case study for the Kilauea volcanic eruption, Hawaii, is shown in Fig. 35.9, with a
comparison of cloud micro- and macrophysical properties before (2003–2007) and during
(March–December 2008) the volcanic activity [12]. Approximately 1.8 Tg of SO2 was re-
leased into the atmosphere during this event, which increased the AOT dramatically (Fig. 35.9a).
The increase in volcanic aerosols reduced the re by ∼23% (Fig. 35.9b) and increased cloud
cover from the normal 9.1% to 13.4% during the eruption, over a wide area of the cen-
tral–western North Pacific Ocean (170°E–160°W, 10°N–20°N). The event thus resulted in
a ∼1% increase in cloud albedo and a ∼5 W m−2 reduction in SW radiation. This is just one
example of a natural observational experiment, but the approach is often applied in model
analyses to constrain the key microphysical ACI processes [35], and has the potential to im-
prove the understanding of aerosol effects on climate [20].

Both satellite remote sensing and in situ aircraft measurements provide invaluable data
with high temporospatial resolution. To date, various in situ observational projects (e.g., the
VOCALS, ORACLES, and CLARIFY campaigns) have been undertaken to improve the un-
derstanding of ACIs and ARIs, and their links to meteorology [e.g., 50] that are often used in
the validation of numerical models. In situ aircraft measurements have the advantage of being
able to capture cloud responses within adjustment timescales (i.e., hours to days), which is
difficult with satellite remote sensing. For example, giant CCN (GCCN) can enhance precipi-
tation, resulting in negative S0 [9], as opposed to submicron aerosols that buffer cloud response
to aerosol perturbations, but such effects are generally not included in numerical models.

3.4 ACIs in Mixed- and Ice-Phase Clouds

The microphysics of ACIs in mixed- and ice-phase clouds is more complex than that in warm
clouds [33]. Responses of cloud properties to aerosols for warm clouds and MPCs, based on
ship-track observations [8], are summarized in Fig. 35.10. Although changes in droplet or
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Fig. 9. Geographical distributions of (a) fine-mode AOD for August 2008 obtained from the
monthly MODIS level-3 products, and (b) re retrieved from the MODIS 3.7 µm band mea-
surements through the Comprehensive Analysis Program for Cloud Optical Measurements
(CAPCOM) algorithm. The inset at top-right is the column concentration of SO2 (DU) ob-
tained from SCIAMACHY observations for the same time period [Eguchi et al. 12, extracted
from their Fig. 1].

crystal effective radius are of similar magnitude (∼20%), changes in cloud optical depth (and
thus cloud albedo) in MPCs are much less sensitive to aerosols than in warm clouds. This is
due to the precipitation efficiency in MPCs being increased by the indirect glaciation effect
(Fig. 35.1), resulting in a 16% decrease in total water path as opposed to the lifetime effect in
warm clouds, which suppresses precipitation.

Despite these efforts with satellite and in situ observations, there are other unknown pro-
cesses that perturb ACI forcing, particularly in mixed-phase, ice-phase, and convective clouds.
Microphysical processes in MPCs are strongly controlled by the surrounding meteorology,
such as the temperature, relative humidity, background aerosol loading, aerosol types, droplet
or crystal size distribution, and the coexistence of liquid water and snowflakes. It is therefore
difficult to assess the impact of aerosol–MPC interactions on climate from observations alone,
and the combined use of observations and high-resolution models (such as the LES) is of great
importance for investigating the key roles of aerosols and MPCs at fundamental process levels
[48]. This also enables a more physical understanding of observational results, which is helpful
for elucidating the unknown unknowns. For example, falling snow can accrete underlying low
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Christensen et al. (2014), Fig. 4Fig. 10

Fig. 10. Bar chart of cloud property changes due to ship pollution for warm (T > 0°C) and
cold (T < -5°C) cloud tops. Statistics are based on the fractional change (%) between polluted
and unpolluted clouds using 297 ship tracks. Solid error bars denote the 5%-95% confidence
intervals [Christensen et al. 8, extracted from their Fig. 4 ©American Geophysical Union.
Used with permission.].

clouds, resulting in the significant buffering of ACI. Although snow-induced buffering may
play an important role in the MPC system, particularly at mid–high latitudes [43], evidence of
such buffering is lacking. Furthermore, GCMs do not have the capability to reproduce these
processes owing to their diagnostic treatment of precipitation (Section 35.4).

3.5 Limitations of Observations

Satellite and in situ observations may provide powerful tools for constraining key ACI pro-
cesses, and are more effective when combined with multiple sensors (active and passive) and
numerical modeling (CRMs and LESs), but observations have uncertainties due to their re-
trieval processes and detection limitations.

The Nc retrieved from passive MODIS observations relies on the adiabatic growth as-
sumption (Fig. 35.6c), and the presence of precipitation can cause bias in retrievals due to the
invalid vertically constant Nc assumption. Ground-based observations are also problematic
when clouds accompany precipitation. On the other hand, active CALIPSO sensors allow Nc
retrievals from depolarization measurements at 532 nm without assumption of the adiabatic
cloud model, although this requires a priori re information from other passive sensors [70].

Active sensors provide information on vertical aerosol and cloud structures, but their re-
trievals can be affected by radar/lidar attenuation and ground clutter. CloudSat can detect rela-
tively thick and multi-layered clouds, whereas CALIPSO cannot because of significant atten-
uation. Conversely, CloudSat tends to miss optically thin clouds whereas CALIPSO captures
high thin cirrus clouds well. It is therefore important to minimize limitations and disadvan-
tages through the synergistic use of multiple instruments.

As a result of different detection sensitivities and retrieval methods among satellite sen-
sors, outputs also differ (Fig. 35.11). For example, the observed ice–water path (IWP) de-
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Fig. 11. Zonal mean distributions of ice–water path (IWP) retrieved from various satellite
sensors over the ocean for July 2006 to April 2008. The grey-shaded area represents the un-
certainty range of CloudSat retrievals [Eliasson et al. 13, extracted from their Fig. 2].

pends strongly on the retrieval technique, as different techniques (i.e., radar, lidar, passive mi-
crowave, and infrared) are sensitive to different parts of the cloud column [13]. Although joint
CloudSat and CALIPSO observations have often been used to evaluate GCMs, because they
are the most advanced measurement techniques among current satellites, the observations ac-
tually involve total ice–water (i.e., cloud-ice and snow), whereas GCMs generally treat cloud-
ice and snow separately (Section 35.4). It is therefore more straightforward to compare total
ice–water between CloudSat and CALIPSO observations and models. However, some studies
have made significant efforts to partition cloud ice and snow (the so-called “flag” method),
suggesting that the ratio of snow–water path (SWP) to total ice–water path (TIWP) ranges
from 66% to 75% [e.g., 32], which is important for further model development [15, 53].

Users should thus pay special attention to characteristics of the measurement methods
and algorithms when analyzing ACIs and comparing results with numerical models. In this
respect, a satellite simulator is an indispensable tool that facilitates fair comparison between
satellite instruments and numerical simulations [3] (Section 35.5). The upcoming EarthCARE
project involving new measurement techniques (e.g., Doppler radar) may extend the potential
of observations and contribute to reducing ACI uncertainties [24].
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Fig. 12. Schematic illustration of a typical state-of-the-art two-moment bulk microphysics
scheme. qx and Nx are the mass and number mixing ratios of a water class; arrows indicate the
microphysical tendencies of conversions among classes.

4 Modeling Approach

Numerical modeling provides useful views of ACI impacts on climate prediction at global
scales. This section focuses primarily on global climate models whose micro- and macro-
physics are less certain (parameterized) relative to regional models or convection-permitting
models, due to their coarse temporospatial resolution. In terms of macrophysics, dynamics
and physics can be treated more directly by increasing model resolution in a manner that
reduces dependence on parameterization. Regarding microphysics, models cannot explicitly
trace submicron–centimeter-scale individual hydrometeors (cloud droplets and ice crystals
plus raindrops and snowflakes) without direct numerical simulation. Microphysical processes
themselves also remain less well understood. Furthermore, coarse-resolution GCMs must rep-
resent parameterized microphysics using information from parameterized physical processes
that are also relatively unresolved, the so-called “parameterization-squared problem”. Cloud
parameterizations, particularly concerning their microphysics, have been regarded a “dead-
lock” in climate science [44].

The treatment of hydrometeors and modeled microphysical parameterizations for GCMs
are reviewed below; together with discussion on how models reproduce microphysics with
or without agreement with observations, the sources of the ACI model uncertainty, and how
models should be developed in the future.

4.1 Overview of ACI Modeling of Bulk Microphysics

A schematic of a two-moment bulk microphysics framework, typically used in GCMs, is il-
lustrated in Fig. 35.12. A bulk scheme describes the “bulk” properties of hydrometeors by
predicting mass (qx) and number (Nx) mixing ratios under prescribed DSDs, with the sub-
script x denoting cloud liquid (c), cloud ice (i), rain (r), and snow (s) (x ∈ c, i, r, s). Some
models treat cloud ice and snow uniformly (single-ice approach), and others further predict
graupel (g). To save computational time, the number mixing ratio is sometimes treated diag-
nostically without maintaining memory across multiple time-steps. Such a method is termed
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a “one-moment” scheme because the model has one degree of freedom (i.e., qx) for each
hydrometeor class, whereas some studies have applied a three-moment scheme by adding a
further prognostic variable (e.g., radar reflectivity) to represent DSD shape. Bin microphysics,
a more sophisticated framework, has often been applied for CRMs, with the bin scheme ex-
plicitly describing DSDs by predicting qx (perhaps also Nx) in each spectral “bin” of the DSD
function, but with at least one order of magnitude higher computational costs. The application
of bin microphysics to operational weather and climate models is therefore not practicable,
although it is useful for research modeling [44].

The qx and Nx move among hydrometeor classes following microphysical process rates
(“tendencies”) applying to condensation/evaporation, deposition/sublimation, autoconversion,
accretion, and self-collection, among others (Fig. 35.12). Essentially, the total water mass
must be conserved across time-steps (mass conservation) so that Earth’s energy is conserved,
although this is not always the case for Nx. Latent heat is exchanged with the environment due
to phase changes in microphysical processes.

Aerosol–cloud interactions, particularly the cloud lifetime effect, are parameterized by
autoconversion of cloud droplets to raindrops through an exponential dependence upon Nc as

∂qr

∂ t

∣∣∣∣
aut

=Caut qα
c N−β

c . (3)

while accretion of cloud droplets by raindrops does not depend on Nc as

∂qr

∂ t

∣∣∣∣
acc

=Cacc (qc qr)
γ , (4)

where Caut, Cacc, α , β , and γ are prescribed scheme-dependent constants. Incremental changes
in aerosols increase Nc so the autoconversion rate is reduced to prolong the cloud lifetime,
while the accretion rate is unaffected by changes in aerosols. The magnitudes of ACIs are
therefore highly sensitive to the autoconversion scheme used in the model through the power
of β [26]. A recent study has demonstrated the high sensitivity ACI magnitude to α as well
through its dependence on re [45].

The parameterized autoconversion rate is shown in Fig. 35.13 as a function of qc and Nc,
from four widely used schemes [e.g., 28]. The four schemes are characterized by different
magnitudes of β from 0.3 to 3.3 [26], resulting in very different rain formations [63]. A higher
β value contributes to more clouds in response to aerosol perturbations, leading to more SW
reflectance and thus more negative ACI forcing (cooling).

Models that parameterize aerosol effects on mixed- and ice-phase clouds also include a
warming effect due to increased ice clouds to perturbed aerosols and thus more positive LW
ACIs, while similarly increasing SW reflectance such that they offset each other (Fig. 35.4
and Section 4.3). As a result, including aerosol effects on ice clouds does not change net ACI
forcing significantly [21], although it may be of importance for predicting future and past
climates more realistically where aerosol types and distribution are different to those of the
present era [5].

4.2 Problems in Simulating Cloud and Precipitation in GCMs

There are several biases that commonly appear in GCMs, with the most critical problem in
climate simulations being that GCMs may overestimate the magnitude of ACIs.

The responses of re and LWP to changes in aerosols due to volcanic emissions over
Iceland [35] are illustrated in Fig. 35.14. The four versions of GCMs used capture the re
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Fig. 13. Autoconversion rates as a function of cloud water content and Nc, for different
schemes that assume different constants of (a) β = 0.3, (b) β = 1.0, (c) β = 1.79, and (d)
β = 3.3. Further details of the autoconversion scheme are given in Jing et al. [26] and refer-
ences therein.

change through Twomey’s cloud albedo effect roughly consistently with MODIS observa-
tions, whereas LWP responses are very different among models and inconsistent with obser-
vations. This is because of the re change being determined primarily by the change in Nc (i.e.,
instantaneous change), whereas the LWP change can be affected by rapid adjustments in ther-
modynamics and meteorology, resulting in buffering of the initial perturbation [60]. Different
uses of minimum Nc values among models are also related to the magnitude of LWP responses
[22]. The reproduction of various adjustment processes in macrophysics is difficult for coarse
GCMs, but a more fundamental issue in microphysics, namely the treatment of precipitation,
may be related to the bias of LWP responses that are too strong [68, 53].

To save computational cost, most current GCMs employ diagnostic precipitation [18]. In
this modeling method, precipitating hydrometeors are removed from the atmosphere within
a single model time-step (Fig. 35.15a). Cloud droplets and raindrops therefore do not coexist
within clouds, which mutes the accretion process. This leads to overemphasis of autoconver-
sion processes linked directly to aerosols (Eq. 35.3), resulting in exaggerated LWP responses
to aerosol perturbations [16] and stronger ERFaci (Fig. 35.16).

Due to simplified process representations, diagnostic precipitation can cause a bias in pre-
cipitation frequency and intensity. The GCMs often overestimate precipitation frequency and
underestimate intensity [63], which is partly attributed to the autoconversion parameterization
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Fig. 14. Multi-model estimates of changes in (left) ∆re and (right) ∆LWP for October 2014
obtained from (top to bottom) HadGEM3 (using the two-moment UKCA/ GLOMAP-mode
aerosol scheme), HadGEM3 (using the single-moment CLASSIC aerosol scheme), CAM5-
NCAR, CAM5-Oslo, and Aqua MODIS. ∆ is defined as anomaly relative to the average over
2002–2013 [Malavelle et al. 35, extracted from their Fig. 5 ©Springer Nature. Used with
permission.].

that readily generates precipitation even when only a small qc is present [40]. The use of a
higher β value in Eq. 35.3 to tune the precipitation bias to be consistent with observations will
result in ACI forcing being unrealistically strong owing to its highly nonlinear dependence on
aerosols, implying the presence of compensating errors in GCMs [26].

Furthermore, as traditional diagnostic precipitation does not retain memory of either mass
(qr and qs) or number (Nr and Ns) mixing ratios, radiative effects due to precipitating hydrom-
eteors cannot be explicitly considered. This can cause overemphasis of downward SW and
upward LW, even though the cloud mass and optical properties may be correctly simulated
(Fig. 35.15a). A recent study has shown that the snow radiative effect explains systematic dif-
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Fig. 15. Schematic illustration of (a) traditional diagnostic precipitation and (b) prognostic pre-
cipitation frameworks. Particles in blue represent various cloud and precipitation hydromete-
ors. Differences in radiative properties are noted in magenta. While precipitating hydrometeors
in the diagnostic scheme are removed from the atmosphere within a single-model time-step,
prognostic precipitation can keep their memory across multiple time-steps enabling the co-
existence of cloud and precipitation particles within clouds and consideration of the radiative
effect of the hydrometeors.

ferences in cloud systems in the tropics and subtropics between CMIP5 and CMIP6 models
through radiation–circulation coupling triggered by snow [31].

4.3 Prognostic Precipitation Framework in state-of-the-art GCMs

To improve the simplified treatment of precipitation, a more advanced microphysics frame-
work incorporating prognostic precipitation has been proposed (Fig. 35.15b). This framework
maintains the memory of precipitating hydrometeors across multiple time-steps, enabling a
realistic representation of interactions among clouds and precipitation. The relative contri-
bution of accretion to autoconversion (Acc/Aut ratio) ranges from 1 to 100 and is an order
of magnitude (or more) higher than in traditional diagnostic schemes. The Acc/Aut ratio in
the Community Atmospheric Model (CAM) incorporating prognostic precipitation is in good
agreement with VOCALS aircraft measurements [16]. Similar results have been reported by
other models [53, 41].

Prognostic treatment of precipitation can explicitly consider radiative effects due to pre-
cipitating hydrometeors (Fig. 35.15b), and is expected to mitigate biases in atmospheric radia-
tion. With or without a snow radiative effect, TOA LW and SW radiation is altered by 6.4 and
5.1 W m−2, respectively [41], whereas the rain radiative effect is negligibly small. The sig-
nificant radiative effect of snow weakens radiative cooling in the atmosphere, reducing mean
global precipitation because of the energetic constraints.

The most obvious advantage in prognostic precipitation is the improvement in the magni-
tude of ACIs (Fig. 35.16), with multi-satellite observations being corrected by consideration of
inherent retrieval limitations (Section 35.5). Traditional diagnostic precipitation shows more
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Michibata and Suzuki. (2020) Fig. 2Fig. 16

Fig. 16. Global annual-mean effective radiative forcing due to ERFaci, estimated from mul-
tiple observation-based studies (black) and their probable range calculated by correcting the
effect of retrieval limitations (box–whisker) based on Ma et al. [34], and that simulated by
MIROC6 with various precipitation and autoconversion schemes (colors). The shaded area
is the uncertainty range of ERFaci (0.0 to -1.2 W m−2) with a best-estimate value of -0.45
W m−2 (horizontal dashed line) based on IPCC AR5 [4] [Michibata and Suzuki 39, extracted
from their Fig. 2].

negative ERFaci partly because of its heavy dependence on autoconversion, whereas prog-
nostic precipitation weakens the magnitude of the ERFaci significantly. This is attributable to
the enhancement of accretion, which does not depend on aerosols [15, 53], and to accretion-
driven buffering of ACIs [39]. Specifically, increased qc due to aerosols (cloud lifetime effect)
increases accretion, which reduces Nc through coalescence scavenging and Na through wet-
scavenging, resulting in negative feedback to the initial aerosol perturbations.

Although these processes involve warm-phase microphysics, prognostic precipitation con-
tributes an additional buffering process through mixed- and ice-phase microphysics. The snow
water mass in the atmosphere is at least twice that of rainwater, with snowflakes effectively
depleting the underlying (supercooled) liquid water by riming and accretion processes, partic-
ularly over northern mid-latitudes where both anthropogenic aerosols and snow are abundant.
This means that not only liquid and ice clouds, but also raindrops and snowflakes, are affected
by aerosols in the prognostic precipitation framework, resulting in increased LW ERFaci and
weakened SW ERFaci, with significantly weakened net ERFaci (by 54%) compared with di-
agnostic precipitation (the snow-induced ACI buffering hypothesis). This is in stark contrast
to traditional CMIP5 models [21] in which cloud-ice-induced changes to LW and SW ERFaci
cancel each other out, resulting in few net aerosol ERF changes (Fig. 35.4 and Section 2.2)
with diagnostic precipitation [43].
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Fig. 17. Spop–λ scatterplot for marine clouds from three different models: MMF (+),
ECHAM5 (diamonds), and the default CAM5 (∗); and sensitivity tests. The solid line, equa-
tion, and correlation coefficient (R) are from the linear fitting between λ and Spop, from all
model experiments. The dashed line indicates Spop from satellite observations [Wang et al. 68,
extracted from their Fig. 3a ©American Meteorological Society. Used with permission.].

The introduction of prognostic precipitation simultaneously achieves improvements in
both precipitation characteristics and the magnitude of ERFaci, thus reconciling compen-
sation errors between precipitation microphysics and energy budgets [39]. Several GCMs
have incorporated a prognostic precipitation framework (e.g., CAM5-MG2/MG3, ECHAM5,
E3SM, GISS-ModelE3, HadGEM3, and MIROC6-SPRINTARS), regardless of one-moment,
two-moment, or other structures [16, 53, 41], but its use is limited with many GCMs still ap-
plying diagnostic precipitation. Further study of how microphysical process representations
are linked to macroscopic climate effects, and how process-oriented model development im-
proves common biases in GCMs, should be undertaken using a more sophisticated micro-
physics framework such as prognostic precipitation.

4.4 Multi-model Views of ACIs

Multi-model analysis is an effective approach for generalizing key processes behind ACIs and
finding robust similarities between models that assume different microphysics. The relation-
ship between susceptibilities of precipitation frequency (Spop) and LWP with CCN, defined
as λ = d lnLWP/dlnCCN, in different GCMs and MMF is illustrated in Fig. 35.17 [68]. The
Spop is defined as the response of the probability of precipitation (POP) to changes in AI (i.e.,
Spop = −d lnPOP/dlnAI), where POP is the fractional occurrence of precipitating samples
in the total of cloudy samples. A higher Spop means higher dependence on autoconversion,
which is related to aerosols.

The magnitude of the cloud lifetime effect (characterized by λ ) is strongly correlated
with Spop (r = 0.89) because both λ and Spop depend fundamentally on the magnitude of
the autoconversion process, regardless of model differences. The Spop obtained by A-Train
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Fig. 18. Geographical distributions of (left) ERFaci, (center) percent change in CCN concen-
tration, and (right) percent change in LWP in (top) UPCAM, (middle) SPCAM, and (bottom)
CAM5 simulations [Terai et al. 65, extracted from their Fig. 2 ©American Geophysical Union.
Used with permission.].

satellite retrieval of 0.12 provides a λ value of 0.04 through the multi-model relationship. The
observational constraint on the magnitude of the cloud lifetime effect is much weaker than
GCM estimates (CAM5 and ECHAM5), but MMF shows a closer value of λ , which is due
in part to the prognostic treatment of precipitation. A study by Ghan et al. [17] indicates the
diversity of LWP responses larger than τc and re responses (Eq. 35.2) among nine models
in the AeroCom (Aerosol Comparisons between Observations and Models) project, implying
that the cloud lifetime effect is the key source of model uncertainty, consistent with satellite-
based studies [7, 40].

A multi-model intercomparison considers the structural uncertainty of different models,
but it is also important to simultaneously quantify the parametric uncertainty of individ-
ual models to improve the understanding of model diversity. To this end, multi-model PPE
(MMPPE) is an effective approach for constraining key uncertainties and establishing sources
of multi-model variance.

4.5 Limitations of Modeling

The magnitude of ACIs is fundamentally related to how models treat cloud and precipitation.
The more physically based microphysics scheme using prognostic precipitation contributes to
a realistic ERFaci consistent with observations [16, 39, 43], but GCMs still suffer from the
difficulty of resolving sub-kilometer processes, which are also critical to ACIs. For example,
Fig. 35.18 shows a comparison between ERFaci and changes in CCN and LWP from PI to PD
between ultra- and super-parameterized CAMs (UPCAM and SPCAM) and standard CAM
simulations [65]. The UPCAM simulation embedded with explicit CRM with horizontal and
vertical resolutions of 250 m and 20 m, respectively, substantially weakens the magnitude of
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ACIs (left column, Fig. 35.18). This is due mainly to the weaker increase of LWP in UPCAM
(right column, Fig. 35.18), which is attributed to the increased fractional occurrence of non-
precipitating clouds and indicating weaker cloud susceptibility [7, 11]. This emphasizes that
observational constraints on POP guide better model development in the context of ACIs [65].

However, GCMs often assume that the precipitation can occur from whole cloudy areas
even if the model includes prognostic precipitation. This can result in overestimation of pre-
cipitation frequency and underestimation of intensity. Satellite-based constraints on how pre-
cipitation occurrences are linked to cloud regimes should be investigated further to improve
representations of sub-grid-scale variabilities in clouds and precipitation [30].

The autoconversion formulation is also problematic (Eq. 35.3). Some observational stud-
ies [57, 40] and theoretical or process modeling studies [69, 29] have suggested that the sen-
sitivity of precipitation efficiency to aerosols is regime dependent. Although the β value of
Eq. 35.3 is a prescribed constant, it can vary from region to region depending on cloud type,
cloud history, and the surrounding environment, implying that models ignore the “personali-
ties” of clouds [40].

A more accurate climate simulation requires in-depth understanding of highly uncertain
microphysics and its link to macroscopic climate. To advance fundamental cloud physics
knowledge, the comprehensive analysis of in situ measurements, laboratory experiments, and
global-scale satellite observations is crucial, with parallel efforts in model development. The
advent of machine learning may bring innovation in the development of sub-grid processes in
GCMs with synergistic use of CRM and/or LES models [49].

5 Satellite Simulator Approach

Satellite observations are indispensable for evaluating global models (Sections 35.3 and 35.4),
but direct comparison between native model outputs and satellite products is not always
straightforward because of inherent retrieval uncertainties and different assumptions of cloud
and radiative properties. A satellite simulator is a useful computer program that aims to remove
these barriers to comparing observations with numerical models. Satellite simulator packages
are overviewed here with examples of process-oriented model evaluations using satellite ob-
servations and corresponding instrument simulators.

5.1 The Concept of Satellite Simulators

A satellite simulator [36] is schematically illustrated in Fig. 35.19. A satellite product is gen-
erated by retrieval algorithms that solve the “inversion problem” of observed radiance and
radar reflectivity. Native model outputs must be converted by solving the “forward problem”
through the same retrieval procedures as those used in signal-level comparisons. To achieve
these solutions, the Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP) community has
packaged the instrument simulators ISCCP, MODIS, MISR, PARASOL, CloudSat radar, and
CALIPSO lidar in the CFMIP Observation Simulator Package [COSP; 3]. Although there
are other collections of simulator packages (e.g., the Satellite Data Simulator Unit (SDSU),
Joint Simulator for Satellite Sensors (J-simulator)), this section introduces the COSP, which is
widely applied by the GCM community [66].

Model–observation comparisons should be conducted at the same spatial scale as clouds
and precipitation. To match the coarse GCM grid with the original resolution of satellite sen-
sors (typically kilometer scale), the COSP generates sub-columns within a GCM grid box and
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Masunaga et al. (2010) Fig. 4Fig. 19

Fig. 19. Schematic illustration of the roles of a satellite simulator and a retrieval algorithm.
While a satellite retrieval algorithm is an inversion model, where the solution is retrieved
by finding the input to the radiative transfer model, a satellite simulator is a forward model
in which synthetic measurements are obtained uniquely from the radiative transfer equation
once all the required inputs are provided. The satellite simulator is applied for diagnosis of
numerical models in comparison with satellite observations, but also for development of re-
trieval algorithms [Masunaga et al. 36, extracted from their Fig. 4 ©American Meteorological
Society. Used with permission.].

redistributes GCM variables to provide pixel-scale information [3]. The COSP thus avoids
inconsistencies in sampling scales and definitions of parameters, enabling “scale-aware” and
“definition-aware” model evaluation [27, 42].

It should be noted that cloud vertical and horizontal distributions obtained from native
model output and instrument simulators are very different [6], due mainly to differences in de-
tection sensitivity. This implies that model evaluations without simulators misinterpret model
biases, hampering model development.

The use of a satellite simulator is therefore a necessity in process-oriented model evalua-
tions, helping to bridge the gap between modeling and observational efforts [66]. By providing
“a common language for clouds”, the COSP helps to reduce uncertainties in ACI forcing and
biases in cloud and precipitation microphysics [64].

5.2 Process-Oriented Model Evaluation

An example of process-oriented model evaluation using the COSP is provided in Fig. 35.20
[63]. These diagrams, CFODDs, clearly illustrate how the vertical microphysical structure
of warm clouds differs between observations and models (Section 35.3.2 and Fig. 35.7).
CFODDs from multiple models indicate an early onset of precipitation, apart from MMF,
which includes a CRM. This “too-frequent” warm-rain bias is compensated by a “too-weak”
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Suzuki et al. (2015) Fig. 2 and 3Fig. 20
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(e) (f) (g)
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MIROC/re =10–15µm CAM5/re =10–15µm MMF/re =10–15µm
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Fig. 20. CFODDs obtained from (a) A-Train satellite observations, (b) HadGEM2, (c) GFDL
CM3, (d) MRI-CGCM3, (e) MIROC5, (f) NCAR CAM5, and (g) PNNL-MMF simulations as
classified according to an re range of 10–15 µm [Suzuki et al. 63, adapted from their Figs. 2
and 3 ©American Meteorological Society. Used with permission.].

bias attributable to misrepresentation of the relative contribution of autoconversion and accre-
tion in GCMs. The “too light–too frequent” warm-rain bias should be improved because it can
cause further uncertainty in predictions of how precipitation will change in future climates,
which is one of the critical missions of GCMs.

The frequency of precipitation depends strongly on the autoconversion process [61, 68],
so CFODDs can be improved by model tuning and/or alternative use of an autoconversion
scheme with a highly nonlinear dependence on Nc (i.e., a higher β value in Eq. 35.3). How-
ever, this in turn causes an ERFaci that is too strong, and which cannot replicate 20th century
warming, implying that compensation errors exist in the model [26]. A more sophisticated
two-moment prognostic precipitation scheme may present a solution by improving the precip-
itation bias and energy budget requirement to be consistent with observations [39].

Multiple-sensor diagnostics thus guide modelling in improving key uncertain processes,
whereas outputs from radar and lidar simulators with a sub-column dimension sometimes have
too large a data volume. To this end, the COSP incorporates an in-line diagnostic tool for such
key metrics, eliminating the need to output sub-column variables [e.g., 27, 42]. It is hoped that
further in-line diagnostics using multiple satellite sensors will be added in future, maximizing
the advantages of satellite observations and accelerating physically-based model development.

As shown in Figs 35.8 and 35.17, cloud and precipitation susceptibilities to aerosol pertur-
bations are useful process-oriented metrics [57, 68, 7, 40]. The susceptibility values obtained
from different models also differ substantially, with or without the use of a satellite simulator.
Cloud sampling in a model affects the susceptibilities of POP and re as shown in Fig. 35.21
[34]. Changes in detection threshold approximately halve Spop and SRe , which are the largest
sources of error in estimating susceptibility. This results in a smaller magnitude of ERFaci,
similar to the satellite-derived value, implying that previous satellite-based estimates of ER-
Faci were underestimated due to inherent retrieval limitations.
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Fig. 21. Global mean susceptibility of precipitation probability (Spop), susceptibility of cloud
droplet size (SRe ), and ERFaci derived from satellite retrievals and CAM5 model simulation.
Model plots were obtained from conventional sampling of model fields (CAM5 clim), incre-
mentally accounting for orbital sampling (CAM5 orb), cloud clearing (CAM5 cld), aerosol
detection threshold (CAM5 det), aerosol extinction retrieval (CAM5 aer), and cloud retrieval
uncertainties using satellite simulators (CAM5 sim). Error bars indicate the range of Spop and
SRe values for a range of LWP of 20–200 gm−2. ERFaci (blue shaded) was derived from a
series of CAM5 sensitivity simulations based on Spop and SRe [Ma et al. 34, extracted from
their Fig. 1].

Such systematic evaluations emphasize that the assessment of aerosol effects on climate
systems requires consideration of observational uncertainties and limitations [34]. The cor-
rected ERFaci value, from multiple satellite-based studies since IPCC AR5, is -0.63 W m−2

with an uncertain range of -0.20 to -1.38 W m−2 [39].

6 Ways Forward

Although satellite remote-sensing techniques and climate modeling frameworks have ad-
vanced in recent decades, challenges and issues for improving the understanding of ACIs
in the climate system remain, as discussed here.

Remote-sensing, in situ, and Laboratory Measurements

(i) Understanding different behaviors of ACIs with different aerosol types. Constraining
how different types of aerosol modify cloud micro- and macrophysical structures may
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be difficult, but observational studies have shown relationships between aerosol type
and convective strength [25]. Aircraft studies have shown that the presence of GCCN
can enhance precipitation [e.g., 9], whereas very few numerical models consider the
process. In this respect, information concerning the aerosol mixing state, as observed
from ground-based instruments, is informative.

(ii) Understanding the different behaviors of ACIs in different cloud types and phases.
Aerosol–cloud adjustments depend strongly on cloud regimes and the surrounding envi-
ronment [60, 7, 40]. Observational and modeling studies have allowed intense discussion
of regime-dependent ACIs, whereas the net climate effects of individual microphysical
processes are poorly constrained [52]. Cloud phase is also an important property [6], de-
termining warming or cooling of Earth as well as the strength of cloud-phase feedback.

(iii) Developing a new methodology for the combined use of polar-orbit and geostationary
satellites to constrain cloud lifecycles. While polar-orbit satellites provide a snapshot,
geostationary satellites scan wider views of aerosols, clouds, and precipitation with
high temporal resolution. A Lagrangian tracking approach involving a combination of
polar-orbit and geostationary satellites may help to provide new perspectives on time-
dependent ACIs.

(iv) Developing better algorithms for simultaneous retrieval for clouds and aerosols. Satel-
lite retrievals of aerosol data are biased due to cloud contamination, which has been
hindered the accurate quantification of ACIs.

(v) Isolating the responses of cloud and precipitation to aerosols from changes in covariant
meteorological conditions. Natural experiments provide an opportunity to isolate effects
of aerosols from meteorology [20, 37]. Long-term ground-based observations will be
helpful in better understanding this issue.

Global, Regional, and Process Modeling

(i) Continuing development of a more sophisticated microphysics framework. Although the
treatment of precipitation has been discussed [e.g., 15, 53], the sub-grid-scale variabili-
ties of hydrometeors, particularly the precipitation fraction, have been oversimplified in
current GCMs. The assumption that precipitation occurs in entirely cloudy areas should
be improved to describe a more realistic precipitation occurrence. Fast and accurate
radiative transfer calculations for various particle shapes of ice hydrometeors are also
needed [47].

(ii) Reducing artificial tuning parameters that obstruct the physical behavior of models.
Minimum Nc and autoconversion thresholds have been traditionally applied in GCMs,
but they mask the expected cloud response to aerosol perturbations [22, 19, 62]. Step-by-
step evaluation of how such tunable factors alter the micro- and macrophysical structures
of models is vitally important. In this context, PPE is an effective approach for systemat-
ically quantifying the impact of uncertain parameters (parametric uncertainty) on model
performance [5, 51].

(iii) Carrying out multi-model comparisons using state-of-the-art GCMs. Reducing uncer-
tainties in climate predictions requires a fundamental understanding of how the modeled
parameterization framework controls the magnitude of warming and/or cooling of the
climate (structural uncertainty). The CMIP6 multi-model analysis shows a weak cor-
relation between ECS and ERFaci [38], indicating the importance of assessing how the
development of a modeling framework in aerosol–cloud–precipitation processes impacts
cloud feedback or related factors that alter the ECS. Multi-model PPE (MMPPE) will
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be an effective approach for constraining key uncertainties and determining the origin of
multi-model variance.

(iv) Understanding the mechanisms of compensating errors in models. Most models have
long suffered from compensating errors [e.g., 46, 26]. In such models, accuracy in sim-
ulating different climate states from the reference climate is not guaranteed even though
the reproducibility of the reference climate is very good. Development of new process-
oriented metrics that can be applied across multiple models with observations will be
helpful for quantifying model uncertainty and furthering model development [66, 42].

(v) Understanding the seasonal variations of cloud and precipitation susceptibilities. GCMs
often analyze global annual-mean statistics, but susceptibility varies seasonally and re-
gionally [65], requiring long-term observations. The constraining of diurnal cycles using
CRMs and LESs might show how ACIs differ due to meteorological effects.

New Breakthroughs and Approaches

(i) New variables obtained from next-generation satellite mission. The upcoming Earth-
CARE project will provide a key new observation technique involving Doppler CPR
[24], which should resolve how ACIs are linked to dynamics within clouds (micro-
physics–dynamics interactions).

(ii) Seamless observations of the aerosol, cloud, and precipitation particles. The combined
use of CALIPSO, CloudSat, and Global Precipitation Mission (GPM) satellites will be
of great importance to the study of interactions among various particles, from submi-
cron aerosols to millimeter raindrops. An integrated satellite product such as CCCM
(CERES–CALIPSO–CloudSat-MODIS joint product) is helpful for both satellite data
users and model developers.

(iii) Seamless modeling of aerosols, cloud, and precipitation particles. The Lagrangian
particle-based method, the so-called super-droplet method (SDM), provides an efficient
approach to systematically simulating collision–coalescence among hydrometeors at a
realistic computational cost [56].

(iv) Machine learning approaches. Processes that are simplified in GCMs (e.g., warm-rain
parameterization and sub-grid processes) could be represented more flexibly, with less
computational cost, using detailed high-resolution training data [e.g., 49]. Although
physical interpretation of machine-learning results may be difficult, a combination of
physically based numerical models and statistically based machine-learning approaches
may hint at unexpected physical mechanisms that are currently unknown.

(v) Understanding atmosphere–ocean–cryosphere interactions. There are systematic model
biases, not only in the atmospheric component but also in the oceanic and cryospheric
components. For example, the observed sea-ice retreat is more rapid than that predicted
by CMIP models, which is attributable in part to the treatment of precipitation in most
models, ignoring the radiative effect of snow [31]. It is of great importance to understand
how improvements in process representations in cloud and precipitation alter model bi-
ases in the ocean and cryosphere. This requires a more sophisticated model that can at
least reproduce realistic cloud cover distributions at the PD condition [43].

7 Conclusions

This chapter broadly reviews the current knowledge of ACIs in the climate system, based on
observations and modeling. Aerosols have a non-negligible impact on climate through their
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ability to modify the micro- and macrophysical characteristics of clouds and precipitation,
partially offsetting the positive (warming) radiative forcing caused by GHGs [4]. However,
aerosol perturbations result in a different net climatic impact depending on cloud regimes be-
cause of different adjustment processes [29, 20, 37]. While aerosols may prolong cloud life-
times and increase cloud liquid-water contents [1], cloud water can be reduced by entrainment
drying that enhances the evaporation of smaller cloud droplets on aerosols. This buffering
occurs particularly in shallow cumulus clouds under unstable meteorological conditions [40].
Increased aerosol contents can also invigorate convection due to the delayed onset of precipi-
tation, resulting in cloud deepening, increased precipitation, and smaller cloud remnants [60].
These “regime-dependent” ACIs thus make it difficult to quantify their net radiative forcing
[7].

The mechanisms of ACIs vary with cloud phase [8]. Microphysical processes in MPCs are
much more complex than those in low warm clouds, with the links between individual micro-
physical parameters and climate poorly understood [e.g., 33]. A recent modeling study shows
that the explicit treatment of falling snow significantly reduces the LWP susceptibility due
to efficient collection processes, thus weakening ERFaci [43], although it is difficult to con-
strain snow-induced buffering from observations. Models representing complicated buffering
processes remain limited in number owing to the diagnostic treatment of precipitation applied
mainly in GCMs. For more reliable weather and climate predictions, the focus should not only
be on reducing existing biases (known unknowns), but also on resolving unexpected physical
processes and feedbacks (unknown unknowns).

Although many problems remain unsolved, recent advances in satellite remote sensing
have steadily improved the process-level understanding of ACIs [58]. The combined use of
active and passive satellite sensors provides a new picture of how aerosols affect vertical
cloud microphysical structures [61] and how cloud and precipitation covary at sub-grid scales
[30], with this being indispensable for the development of global models. Satellite simulators
have been developed and are widely used to improve comparisons between satellite obser-
vations and numerical models [36, 3, 64], enabling a more rigorous approach to validating
and improving model parameterization and associated cloud processes [63]. Cloud fractions
obtained from native model outputs and instrument simulators are very different [6], suggest-
ing that model–observation comparison without simulators may misinterpret model biases.
For example, satellites under-sample the weak-aerosol regime due to the detection limitations,
while models indicate higher cloud susceptibility in such a regime [34].

New observation techniques from space (e.g., EarthCARE), Earth’s surface, and aircraft
may show how uncertainties in numerical models can be reduced [24, 55]. Challenges for
future model development include a need for more sophisticated frameworks to represent re-
alistic time-evolution of clouds and precipitating hydrometeors, including their interactions
with radiation. Prognostic precipitation is one of the solutions for improving common biases
among GCMs [16, 53, 39]. A hierarchical approach that combines high-resolution process
models (i.e., CRM and LES) with a more detailed Lagrangian particle-based approach (i.e.,
SDM) will assist in improving GCMs [56, 44]. Until process-level understanding is solidified,
confidence in the simulation of realistic ACIs in the climate system will remain low.
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